
ST2S Smart Tuner
with SIRIUS Satellite Radio

Music.

Information. 

Entertainment. 

Sports.

Russound’s ST2S Smart Dual

Tuner offers SIRIUS Satellite

Radio programming with AM/FM

radio — all in one tuner. 

It’s two radios in one. 

 



Crisp, Clean Digital Sound

Lose the static. The growth of satellite radio
has been explosive. Satellite’s coast-to-coast
coverage through clear digital-quality sound
delivers pure listening choices to subscribers. 

Sound Intelligence

Designed from the ground up by Russound
Engineers, RNET® technology provides Sound
Intelligence to multiroom audio. RNET “Smart”
sources, like the ST2S Smart Tuner, deliver
content information directly to Russound
touchscreens and keypads. You will see sta-
tion, frequency, custom bank and preset
names, and artist and title information. With
RNET, you can “see” your music and hear it.

SIRIUS Listening

SIRIUS offers more than 120 satellite channels of

music, entertainment, news, sports, talk and

weather — There’s something for everyone.

With the AM/FM tuner, you get local broadcast

stations for news, weather and your favorite

radio personalities. Choose AM/FM or SIRIUS,

what you get is radio like you’ve never heard

before.

Listening Convenience

The ST2S incorporates convenient and useful

features to make choosing music easier: 

• Six banks of six presets per tuner to

save your favorite satellite channels

or radio stations 

• Custom naming for the 72 presets

• Parental lock out feature to easily block

access to specific SIRIUS channels 

Russound’s RNET technology is Sound Intelligence
that delivers unsurpassed performance, information
and usability to multiroom audio-video systems.
RNET provides intelligent audio features; content
information delivered to keypads and simplified,
faster installation. From controllers, keypads and
touchscreens to source equipment, RNET offers
everything you need. 

ST2S Smart Tuner
with SIRIUS Satellite Radio

SIRIUS Satellite Radio is available only in the continental
United States.

Since 1967, innovation, quality and reliability have been the core of the Russound product tradition. Today, Russound
offers everything for enjoying multiroom audio-video in your home. All audio-video distributed solutions are built to high
standards and designed with the unique consideration of making products that are easy to live with and enjoy.
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